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SUMMARY
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) convalescents living in regions with low vaccination rates rely on post-
infection immunity for protection against re-infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2). We evaluate humoral and T cell immunity against five variants of concern (VOCs) in mild-
COVID-19 convalescents at 12 months after infection with ancestral virus. In this cohort, ancestral, recep-
tor-binding domain (RBD)-specific antibody and circulating memory B cell levels are conserved in most
individuals, and yet serum neutralization against live B.1.1.529 (Omicron) is completely abrogated and signif-
icantly reduced for other VOCs. Likewise, ancestral SARS-CoV-2-specific memory T cell frequencies are
maintained in >50% of convalescents, but the cytokine response in these cells to mutated spike epitopes
corresponding to B.1.1.529 and B.1.351 (Beta) VOCs were impaired. These results indicate that increased
antigen variability in VOCs impairs humoral and spike-specific T cell immunity post-infection, strongly sug-
gesting that COVID-19 convalescents are vulnerable and at risk of re-infection with VOCs, thus stressing the
importance of vaccination programs.
INTRODUCTION

Novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2) has infected millions worldwide, causing respiratory coro-
Cell R
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
navirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) and a global pandemic not seen

in more than 100 years.1 Rapid development and deployment of

different COVID-19 vaccines and non-pharmaceutical interven-

tions, such as hard and soft lockdowns, are rapidly curbing
eports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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numbers of daily new infections, hospitalizations, and deaths in

countries where these measures are implemented.2–7 However,

while vaccines represent the most likely way out of the pandemic,

antibody responses and neutralizing activity wane over the

months following SARS-CoV-2 primary infection8,9 aswell as after

immunization with current COVID-19 vaccines.10,11 SARS-CoV-2

variants with mutations in the spike protein, which enable escape

from host antibody responses, add to this problem in convales-

cents and vaccinees12–19 and have become a major obstacle to

ending this pandemic. So far, five variants, namely, B.1.1.7 (also

known as Alpha or UK variant), B.1.351 (Beta, Republic of South

Africa [RSA]), P.1 (Gamma, Brazil), B.1.617.2 (Delta, India), and

currently B.1.1.529 (Omicron, Botswana and RSA), have stood

out for their ability to spread rapidly across different regions of

the world (https://covariants.org/), hence earning them the

denomination variant of concern (VOC).

After primary infection and in parallel with the antibody

response, symptomatic COVID-19 convalescents generate a

robust CD4+ and CD8+ memory T cell response that targets a

wider range of antigens and epitopes than that covered by

antibodies.20–24 Importantly, the breadth of SARS-CoV-2-specific

T cell epitopes appears to be less sensitive tomutations present in

VOCs.25,26 It is unclear to what extent T cells can protect from re-

infection and progression to severeCOVID-19. However, it is likely

that T cell responses in convalescents, which target most SARS-

CoV-2 antigens,20 could afford some level of protection for many

months, even years. In fact, SARS-CoV-specific T cells can bede-

tected in convalescents for almost two decades.27

While current vaccines are highly effective in preventing se-

vere disease and death, and booster vaccinations may tempo-

rarily circumvent dwindling efficacy over time,28 next-generation

vaccines that can prevent virus transmission are likely needed to

end the pandemic.29,30 Long-term studies of the evolution of im-

mune correlates in COVID-19 convalescents, where the immune

system has encountered an active live virus infection in the

presence of all its antigens, are necessary to elucidate the fine

specificities and immune functionality of antibody and T cell re-

sponses. In particular, the adaptability of pre-existing immunity

to mutated spike antigens, present in VOCs, is the key piece of

information that is still unanswered.

Compared with the majority of the world, South Australia is in

an optimal position to undertake studies onmid- to long-term im-

munity of COVID-19 due to (1) early and strict border-control

measures with other countries and other states within Australia,

which were enforced by health authorities in 2020–2021, thus

eliminating local transmission of the virus in the community,

and (2) South Australia has maintained a high testing rate with

a total test count of >2.2Mwith only 899 positive cases, of which

only 9 were caused by unknown, locally acquired contacts (ac-

cessed on September 23, 2021).31

WepresentaCOVID-19 immunitystudyat12monthsafterPCR-

confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection and in the complete absence of

community transmission in a South Australian cohort of 43 mild

COVID-19 convalescents. An in-depth evaluation of multi-isotype

antibody responses, homologous pseudotyped virus, homolo-

gous and VOC live-virus serum neutralization activity, receptor-

binding domain (RBD)-specific B cell populations, and spike and

non-spike SARS-CoV-2-specific CD8+ and CD4+ T cell immunity
2 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022
against ancestral and VOC antigenic epitopes was undertaken.

Results were compared with age- and gender-matched COVID-

19 naive, healthy individuals and with COVID-19 convalescent re-

sponses at 6 months after infection in the same cohort.

RESULTS

Longitudinal SARS-CoV-2 humoral responses in mild-
COVID-19 convalescents
The RBD of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is the main target of

neutralizing antibodies (nAbs), and nAb titers decline in the

months after COVID-19 infection. In our cohort (Figure 1),

although not statistically significant, RBD-specific serum immu-

noglobulin had a downward trend for all isotypes between the

time points analyzed (Figure 1B). The RBD immunoglobulin G

(IgG), IgG1, and IgG3 area under the curve (AUC) titers decline

was (95% confidence interval [CI]) from 73.0–200.4 to 27.7–

81.9, from 66.8–218.2 to 0.8–3.8, and from 0.0-44.3 to 0.18–

0.92, respectively (Figure 1B). In comparison with age- and

gender-matched (Figure S1) healthy seronegative control AUC

values, RBD seropositivity for IgG isotypes was present in the

majority of COVID-19 convalescents. This trend was consistent

with the presence of above-background levels of circulating

memory (CD27+) B cells expressing RBD-specific surface IgG

in 88.9% of individuals in the COVID-19 convalescent cohort

(95% CI, 153–336 cells/106 B cells) compared with healthy con-

trols (95%CI, 0.0–27.9 cells/106 B cells) (Figure 1C), indicative of

the existence of long-term SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral immu-

nity 12 months post-infection. Spike-specific IgG+ B cells were

also elevated in COVID-19 convalescents, but healthy control

background frequencies were also higher (Figure S2), likely

due to cross-reactivity. RBD- and spike-specific non-IgG+

B cell frequencies were present at low rates (Figure S2).

Obtaining long-term serum neutralization data from commu-

nities free of circulating SARS-CoV-2, such as in this study, is diffi-

cult in other cohorts in the context of this pandemic. In our cohort,

sera in 64% of convalescents at 12months yielded neutralizing ti-

ters (ID50) significantly above healthy background levels against

the pseudotyped virus bearing a Wuhan-like spike protein, which

is the same as the prevalent virus present in the community when

study participants were infected (Figure 1D).

Since early 2020, when the study participants were recruited,

five VOCs, namely, Alpha (B.1.1.7), Beta (B.1.351), Gamma (P1),

Delta (B.1.617.2), and Omicron (B.1.1.529), have dominated the

landscape of COVID-19 outbreaks worldwide. Neutralization ti-

ters against live-Wuhan virus were 16.8–40.8 (95% CI) with

51.2% of convalescents at 12 months presenting positive

neutralizing activity (Figure 1E). Values were similar to those

against pseudotyped virus particles bearing the same spike-pro-

tein sequence in Figure 1D. As expected, the percentage of pa-

tients with positive neutralizing activity against B.1.1.7 virus did

not differ significantly (44.2%) to Wuhan, with titers ranging

12.8–29.9 (95% CI). However, a very significant drop in serum

neutralization titers was observed for live virus B.1.351 (95%

CI, 0.0–2.2), P.1 (0.2–9.9), B.1.617.2 (1.1–10.9), and B.1.1.529

(0.0–0.0) variants, with only 4.6%, 11.6%, 16.2%, and 0% of

convalescents, respectively, exhibiting positive neutralization

activity (Figure 1E).

https://covariants.org/


Figure 1. Circulating RBD-specific antibodies, memory B cell frequency, and serum SARS-CoV-2 neutralization activity at 12 months after

PCR positive test

(A) Forty-three SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals who presented mild-COVID-19 symptoms were recruited after a PCR positive test, and serum and peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were sampled at 6 and 12 months.

(B) Serum RBD-specific antibody titers, per Ig isotype, reported as area under the curve (AUC) units. Circles represent AUC individual patient values (n = 43 at

6 months, orange, and 12 months, yellow, n = 15 for healthy controls, blue), with mean value denoted by a horizontal black line. Seronegative samples were

assigned a value of 0.001 for data visualization purposes.

(C) SARS-CoV-2 RBD-specific (n = 28) memory B cells (CD27+) were quantified 12 months post-infection with corresponding specific tetramers and further

characterized as IgG+. Cell-population-specific background (45.8) was calculated with healthy control PBMCs and shown as a red dashed line.32 Boxplot shows

the 5th–95th percentile range indicating the median value (horizontal line).

(D) Serum neutralization ID50 of SARS-CoV-2 andmurine leukemia virus (MLV) pseudovirus particles expressing infectious homologous Spike sequence (Wuhan)

in mild-COVID-19 convalescent sera (n = 42) at 12 months after positive COVID-19 test. Positive neutralization percentage (indicated above figure) activity cutoff

(ID50 = 22.61) was calculated from 19 healthy control samples and is shown as a red dashed line.

(E) Patient serum neutralization end-point cut-off titers (highest dilution factor that yields R50% inhibition of cell death after live-virus infection) at 12 months

against Wuhan, B.1.1.7, B.1.351, P.1, B.1.617.2, and B.1.1.529 live-virus particles. Twenty or 40 was the initial dilution for all serum samples. Neutralization

activity was considered negative, value of zero, when neutralization of initial serum dilution was <50%. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001. ns,

not significant. The percentage of convalescents with neutralization activity is indicated for each VOC in the corresponding x axis labels.
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This is indicative that, despite a high prevalence of RBD sero-

positivity, the existence of circulating memory B cells, and

homologous virus neutralization activity among COVID-19 con-

valescents, functional humoral responses to VOCs are signifi-

cantly reduced at 12 months post-infection and are completely

abrogated for B.1.1.529 variant.

Longitudinal quantification and phenotyping of SARS-
CoV-2 T cell responses inmild-COVID-19 convalescents
Alongwith antibody responses, themajority of COVID-19 conva-

lescents develop SARS-CoV-2 spike- and non-spike-specific

T cell responses.33 These T cells can be detected and quantified
by means of activation-induced marker (AIM) assays using

SARS-CoV-2 antigen peptide pools and flow-cytometric anal-

ysis (Figure S3).20,22,23 For accurate interpretation in SARS-

CoV-2 AIM assays, naive healthy controls must be included in

the analysis to establish assay baseline levels that arise frompre-

vious immunity to unrelated antigens/pathogens and particularly

to seasonal human coronaviruses.34 In our cohort, the relative

frequency of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells did not differ between the

two time points (6 and 12 months) or between COVID-19 conva-

lescents and healthy controls (Figure S4A).

AIM assays revealed that the frequency of circulating spike-

specific CD4+ T cells did not significantly decrease between
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022 3



Figure 2. SARS-CoV-2-specificCD4+ andCD8+ T cell frequencies inmild-COVID-19 convalescents at 6 and 12months after PCR positive test

(A) Percentage of activated CD4+ T cells (OX40+CD137+) after stimulation with spike, non-spike, and cumulative (spike + non-spike) antigen peptide pools within

the total CD3+CD4+ T cell population of PBMCs in individual mild-COVID-19 patients (n = 43) at 6 and 12months after COVID-19 positive test (orange and yellow)

and healthy controls (n = 15, in blue).

(B) Percentage of activated CD8+ T cells (CD69+CD137+) after stimulation with spike, whole proteome, and A and B antigen peptide pools within the total

CD3+CD8+ T cell population of PBMCs in same samples as in (A).

Dots in (A) represent patient or healthy control individual values. Averages are denoted by a horizontal line, and statistically significant differences between patient

and healthy controls are indicated by asterisks. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001. ns, not significant.
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6 and 12 months post-infection (95% CI, from 0.35–0.91 at 5–

6 months to 0.29–0.68) (Figure 2A). The same trend was

observed for non-spike antigen CD4+ T cells (from 0.22–0.43 to

0.18–0.37) and for the combined CD4+ T cell response, spike +

non-spike (from 0.60–1.33 to 0.49–1.04) (Figure 2A).

Comparatively, the reduction of spike-specific CD8+ T cell fre-

quency over time was more pronounced and statistically signif-

icant (95%CI, from 0.28–1.19 to 0.11–0.35, p < 0.01) (Figure 3B).

No statistically significant differences were observed for the fre-

quencies of CD8+ T cells reacting to whole SARS-CoV-2 prote-

ome pools A and B (Figure 2B). Convalescent AIM results were

compared with naive healthy controls in all instances, corrobo-

rating significantly lower T cell frequencies (baseline levels),

consistent with previous AIM studies using the same peptide

pools.22,23 In addition, a positive control consisting of human
4 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022
cytomegalovirus (CMV) protein peptides22,23,35 was included

for all healthy controls and 12month convalescent data samples.

As expected, a high percentage of individuals had a relatively

high percentage of CMV-specific T cells (both CD4+ and CD8+)

with no significant differences between healthy and convales-

cent cohorts (Figure S4B). These results are in line with other

AIM longitudinal COVID-19 studies spanning from acute phase

to up to 10 months after disease onset and indicate sustained

maintenance of T cell responses 1 year post-infection.22,36

Next, we evaluated the memory phenotype of SARS-CoV-2-

specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells to support stronger conclusions

on the specific roles of each population in the maintenance of

SARS-CoV-2 immunity. Measuring the expression of surface

markers CCR7 and CD45RA allows for the identification of

different subsets of memory T cells with different function,



Figure 3. Memory immunophenotyping and quantification of SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ T cells in mild-COVID-19 convalescents at 6 and

12 months after PCR positive test

(A) Memory immunophenotype based on expression of surface CCR7 and CD45RA of SARS-CoV-2 spike-, non-spike-, and cumulative (spike + non-spike)-spe-

cific CD4+ T cells detected in Figure 2A. Cells were classified as follows: naive T cells (TNs; CCR7
+CD45RA+), central memory T cells (TCMs; CCR7

+CD45RA-),

effector memory T cells (TEMs; CCR7-CD45RA-), and terminally differentiated effector memory cells re-expressing CD45RA (TEMRAs; CCR7-CD45RA+).

(legend continued on next page)
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kinetics, and frequency depending on the immune status, pa-

thology, and age.37 In the AIM assay, we assessed the fre-

quencies of SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells within the total pool

of central memory T cells (TCMs; CCR7+CD45RA-), effector

memory T cells (TEMs; CCR7
-CD45RA-), terminally differentiated

or terminal effector T cells (TEMRAs; CCR7
-CD45RA+), and naive

T cells (TNs; CCR7
+CD45RA+) in both CD4+ and CD8+ T pools.

Between 6 and 12 months post-infection, the frequency of

spike-specific CD4+ T cells was significantly reduced in all three

memory compartments, TCMs (95% CI, from 0.32–0.73 to 0.17–

0.37, p < 0.05), TEMs (from 1.2–2.4 to 0.75–1.52, p < 0.05), and

TEMRAs (from 0.67–1.20 to 0.29–0.85, p < 0.01) (Figure 3A).

Although the trend is similar for non-spike CD4+ T cell memory

subsets, the differences between time points were not statisti-

cally significant (Figure 3A). The combined data (spike + non-

spike CD4+ T cell subsets) showed statistically significant

decrease in SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ TCMs (from 0.51–1.06

to 0.28–0.60, p < 0.05), TEMs (from 2.11–3.68 to 1.22–2.24,

p < 0.05), and TEMRAs (from 0.98–1.83 to 0.58–1.37, p < 0.01)

(Figure 3A). Importantly, the TEM phenotype was clearly predom-

inant in SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ T cells, making up >60%

and >50%of all CD4+OX40+CD137+ at 6 and 12months, respec-

tively, irrespective of antigen specificity (Figure 3B).

Analysis of the SARS-CoV-2-specific memory CD8+ T cells

revealed important differences compared with CD4+ T cells. Pre-

dominant CD8+ TEMRAs specific to SARS-CoV-2 suffered a pro-

nounced reduction regardless of antigen specificity. The fre-

quency of spike-specific CD8+ TEMRAs decreased from 0.66–

1.96 to 0.23–0.70 (95% CI, p < 0.001) as well as for the for

SARS-CoV-2 whole proteome (from 0.38–0.92 to 0.07–0.38,

p < 0.001, for pool A and from 0.12–1.18, to 0.02–0.34,

p < 0.001, for pool B) (Figure 4A). The importance of TEMRAs

within the CD8+ T pool in COVID-19 convalescents was further

highlighted, as they were the predominant cell subset within

CD8+CD69+CD137+cells at 6 (>65%) and at 12 months

(>60%), irrespective of antigen specificity (Figure 4B).

The presence of significant frequencies of SARS-CoV-2 anti-

gen-specific CD4+ TEMs and CD8+ TEMRAs at 12 months has

important implications, particularly in the absence of virus re-

exposure, given that, in principle, these cells have a limited life-

span. Importantly, a significant decrease in these populations

from 6 to 12 months suggests that in the absence of re-stimula-

tion by either infection or vaccination, these populations will

eventually not be detectable in circulation or will plateau at low

frequencies for extended periods of time. In the future, the nature

of the renewal mechanisms of both of these cell populations is an

important question that needs to be addressed.

Functionality of spike-specific T cells in ‘‘high-
responder’’ convalescents
A direct indicator of T cell effector function is their ability to pro-

duce immunomodulatory cytokines upon antigen stimulation.
Frequencies are indicated as the percentage of total SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specifi

patient’s PBMCs.

(B) Doughnut charts indicating the proportion (%) of each immune phenotype in

In (A), circles represent patient individual values. Averages are denoted by a ho

indicated by asterisks. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01. ns, not significant.
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Because spike was the immunodominant SARS-CoV-2 antigen

according to our AIM results (Figure 2), we selected COVID-19

convalescents with spike-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell re-

sponses well above healthy control levels (mean plus 33 stan-

dard deviations) (Figure 5A), hereafter referred to as high re-

sponders. We performed a spike-specific CD4+ and CD8+

T cell intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) assay measuring the

pleiotropic signaling cytokines interferon gamma (INFg) and tu-

mor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) as well as the cytotoxic en-

zymes granzyme B (GZMB) and perforin (PRF1) and T cell-acti-

vation factor interleukin-2 (IL-2). Additionally, we evaluated the

frequency and functionality of spike-specific circulating T follic-

ular helper cells (cTFHs) given their importance for immunemem-

ory in COVID-19 convalescents22,38 (see Figures S5 and S6 for

ICS/cTFH gating strategy).

At 12 months post-infection, the frequency (%) of spike-spe-

cific cTFH cells in COVID-19 convalescents was not significantly

different (95% CI, 0.21%–1.48%) from that of healthy controls

(0.05%–0.27%) (Figure 5B). The frequency of IFNg+ (Figure 5B),

TNFa-, GZMB-, PRF1-, or IL-2- (Figure S7) positive cTFH cells

also did not differ from that of healthy controls.

The reactivity of CD4+ T cells in high-responder convalescents

to the whole spike protein was dominated by a higher percent-

age of CD4+ T cells expressing IFNg (95% CI, 0.02%–0.26%,

p < 0.001) and TNF-a (0.02%–0.16%, p < 0.01) (Figure 5C).

The percentages of CD4+ T cells expressing GZMB, PRF1, and

IL-2 were not significantly higher than in healthy controls (Fig-

ure 5C). In agreement with their known cytotoxic function,

spike-specific CD8+ T cells in COVID-19 convalescents ex-

hibited high frequencies of GZMB (95% CI, 1.43%–12.30%,

p < 0.01) and PRF1 (2.56%–11.27%, p < 0.001), while IFNg-,

TNFa-, or IL-2-expressing cells were not significantly different

(Figure 5D). Taken together, our AIM and ICS data clearly show

a durable, multifunctional response of circulating helper and

cytotoxic T cells 12 months post-COVID-19. Importantly, we

show that cTFH frequencies and their effector function were

diminished.

T cell specificity to VOC spike-mutated sequences in
mild-COVID-19 high responders
Recent studies suggest that T cell specificity to whole spike an-

tigen and other SARS-CoV-2 proteins is relatively unaffected by

the changes in spike amino-acid sequences characteristic of

current VOCs.25 However, these studies have either used pep-

tide pools covering both mutated and non-mutated regions of

individual antigens (spike and non-spike),25 in which mutated

peptides represent a very small proportion of the overall pool.

Hence, any differences in T cell specificities and functionality

against the mutations in the spike antigen of VOCs were poten-

tially masked. Importantly, while it is possible that overall SARS-

CoV-2 T cell epitope recognition is largely unaffected by antigen

VOC mutations, it has been postulated that changes in single or
c CD4+ T cells within the total pool of immune cells with same phenotype in the

(A) of the total of SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ T cells for each antigen.

rizontal line, and statistically significant differences between time points are



Figure 4. Memory immunophenotyping and quantification of SARS-CoV-2-specific CD8+ T cells in mild-COVID-19 convalescents at 6 and

12 months after PCR positive test

(A) Memory immunophenotype based on expression of surface CCR7 and CD45RA of SARS-CoV-2 spike- and whole proteome pools A- and B-specific CD8+

T cells detected in Figure 2B. Immune phenotypes were defined as in Figure 3. Frequencies are indicated as the percentage of total SARS-CoV-2 antigen-specific

CD8+ T cells within the total pool of immune cells with same phenotype in the patient’s PBMCs.

(B) Doughnut charts indicating the proportion (%) of each immune phenotype in (A) of the total of SARS-CoV-2-specific CD8+ T cells for each antigen.

In (A), circles represent patient individual values. Averages are denoted by a horizontal line, and statistically significant differences between time points are

indicated by asterisks. ***p < 0.05 and ****p < 0.01. ns, not significant.
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few immunodominant epitopes could contribute to VOC escape

from T cell response and variant selection.39 Others before us

used mutation-specific spike peptides but only for B.1.1.7 and

B.1.351 VOCs.26 Here, we have tested T cell specificity and func-

tionality to the spike proteins of all five VOCs with peptide pools

covering corresponding mutated regions by ICS in high-

responder COVID-19 convalescents (n = 15) matching reagents

and analysis strategies (Figures S8 and S9) from previous

studies to allow for relevant comparisons.25,26

For the context of this experiment and its results, it is important

to note that our cohort was infected in early 2020 in Australia,

where SARS-CoV-2 with unmutated spike amino-acid se-

quences was prevalent (Figure 6A). In order to clearly identify

changes in functionality of T cell immunity to spike antigens

present in VOCs, we calculated the fold change of cytokine-pos-

itive-expressing cells relative to cells from the same convales-

cents stimulated with equivalent peptide pools bearing

amino-acid sequences corresponding to ancestral (Wuhan)

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (Figure S10). Overall, the data show

that CD4+ T cell cytokine expression (Figure 6B) was more

affected by VOC mutations than corresponding cytokine re-

sponses in CD8+ T cells (Figure 6C). Cytokine-expressing cell

fold-change values indicated that mutations present in

B.1.1.529 spike resulted in significantly lower expression of

IFNg (95% CI, -1.86 to 1.42), TNF-a (-5.90 to -0.19), and

GZMB (-3.85 to 1.52) by CD4+ T cells and IFNg (-12.46 to -

0.30) and IL-2 (-4.78 to 1.42) by CD8+ T cells when compared

with other VOCs (Figures 6B and 6C). This difference was most

obvious for CD4+ T cell TNF-a, where statistically significant dif-

ferences were found between B.1.1529 and all other VOCs (Fig-

ure 6B). A notable decrease in GZMB expression by CD4+ T cells

in response to B.1.351 spike-mutated epitopes was observed

(95% CI, �8.24 to 0.24; p < 0.01 with B.1.1.7 and P.1, p < 0.05

with B.1.1.529). Similarly, B.1.351 spike epitope-induced cyto-

kine expression was reduced for IFNg and PRF1 in CD4+

T cells compared with P.1 and B.1.617.2 (p < 0.05, Figure 6B)

and for IFNg in CD8+ T cells compared with B.1.617.2

(p < 0.001; Figure 6C). Notably, GZMB and PRF1 expression in

CD8+ T cells was completely unaffected by changes in the spike

sequence (Figure 6C), suggesting that cellular cytotoxic immune

function may be most resistant to antigenic changes.

To further analyze our data, we used a cut-off fold-change

value of�2, meaning a 2-fold reduction in the frequency of cyto-

kine-expressing cells tomutated VOC spike peptides (compared

with homologous Wuhan peptides), and observed that individual

convalescent responses to spike VOCs were widely heteroge-
Figure 5. Cytokine expression and circulating T follicular helper cell fr

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein

(A) Fifteen Spike high-responder convalescents exhibiting high spike-specific CD4

for spike-specific cTFH and intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) analysis using the

(B) Frequency of circulating spike-specific T follicular helper cells (CD4+CXCR5+iC

(n = 15) and percentage of IFNg+ cells.

(C) Percentage of cytokine-positive expression in CD3+CD4+iCD154+ T cells in t

(D) Percentage of cytokine-positive expression in CD3+CD8+ T cells in the same

In (B)–(D), circles represent healthy or patient individual values. Averages are den

points are indicated by asterisks. **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. ns, not significant.
neous, with four convalescents out of 15 accumulating 47% of

all 2-fold downregulated values (Figure S11A). With the same cri-

terion, reductions in cytokine-expressing cells occurred more in

CD4+ T cells (83 out of 114) than in CD8+ T cells (31 out of 114)

(Figure S11B). IFNg and TNF-a were similarly affected by VOC

mutations in CD4+ T cells (25% and 27% of all 2-fold reductions)

while in CD8+ T cells, IFNg was most influenced by VOC spike

mutations, with 52% of all 2-fold reductions (Figure S11B). In

terms of which VOC evades T cell cytokine responses more

efficiently, over one-third of all 2-fold reductions was measured

in cells stimulated with mutated peptides corresponding

to B.1.1.529 (35.1% of the total), followed by B.1.351

(23.7%), B.1.17 (16.7%), B.1.617.2 (15.8%), and P.1 (8.8%)

(Figure S11C).

Here, we report that a loss of spike-specific T cell function-

ality against VOCs, despite durable (12 months) maintenance

in overall frequency, in COVID-19 convalescents. These data

suggest that suboptimal spike-specific T helper cell functional

responses are more likely to occur in convalescents (infected

with Wuhan-like variants) who encounter B.1.351 or B.1.1.529

rather than other VOCs. Our data show that spike-specific

T cell IFNg and TNF-a responses are more likely to be affected.

This is similar to what happens with humoral antibody re-

sponses in COVID-19 convalescents and vaccinees12,16,18

and is further supported by our live-virus neutralization data

(Figure 1E).

Immune-parameter correlations
When the immune-correlate data were analyzed as a whole

(Figure 7), we observed a degree of correlation between

RBD-IgG levels and live-virus neutralization (Figure 7A, top

left quadrant) except for the B.1.1.529 variant, where neutrali-

zation was completely absent. The pattern of correlation be-

tween cellular immunity metrics was highly dependent on

time (6 or 12 months after COVID-19) and the major T cell

phenotype, that is, CD4+ or CD8+ (Figures 7A and 7B). Interest-

ingly, the levels of RBD-IgG3 (Figure 7A, first row) were

negatively correlated with frequencies of spike- and non-spike

antigen CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. The frequencies of non-Spike

CD4+ TEMs at 12 months after COVID-19 positively correlated

with total antigen (spike + non-spike) frequencies of multiple

CD4+ T cell memory subtypes at 6 months post-COVID-19 (Fig-

ure 7A). Finally, in the high-responder cohort, cytokine data

revealed that the frequency of spike-specific CD4+ T cells ex-

pressing TNF-a and IFNg and CD8+ T cells expressing PFR1,

GZMB, and IFNg positively correlated (Figure 7C).
equencies in convalescents with strong T cell immune responses to

+ and CD8+ T cell frequencies in the AIM assay (Figure 2) were further analyzed

whole spike peptide pool.

D154+) in healthy controls (n = 15) and selected high-responder convalescents

he same individuals as (B).

individuals as (B).

oted by a horizontal line, and statistically significant differences between time
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Figure 6. Specific T cell responses in responder convalescents to mutated spike amino-acid sequences in VOCs

(A) PBMCs from spike high responders (n = 15, same as in Figure 5) were stimulated with peptides covering mutated spike regions in VOCs, and cytokine expres-

sion was measured by ICS.

(B) Fold-change cytokine expression in CD3+CD4+iCD154+ T cells. Negative folds denote decrease in cytokine expression when stimulated withmutated peptide

pools. Dotted lines indicate folds (-1 and 1, no change). Boxplots represent interquartile-range values, and whiskers represent minimum and maximum values.

Horizontal lines and crosses inside boxplots denote median and mean values, respectively.

(C) Fold-change cytokine expression in CD3+CD8+ T cells. Negative folds denote decrease in cytokine expression when stimulated with mutated peptide pools.

Dotted lines indicate folds (�1 and 1, no change). Boxplots represent interquartile-range values, and whiskers represent minimum and maximum values. Hor-

izontal lines and crosses inside boxplots denote median and mean values, respectively.

(Statistically significant differences between variants for each cytokine and cell type are indicated by asterisks. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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DISCUSSION

The evidence from large observational studies in healthcare

workers and the general population suggests that SARS-CoV-

2 immunity post-infection confers a level of protection against

COVID-19.40–42 One caveat of these studies is that high rates

of transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in the communities where the
10 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022
studies were conducted (e.g., Italy, UK, or the United States)

increased the likelihood of virus re-exposure in these cohorts,

precluding the ability to draw firm conclusions on the duration

and protective effects of primary SARS-CoV-2 immunity.

Controlled, in-depth studies in convalescents have also been

conducted, but vaccination and almost ubiquitous high SARS-

CoV-2 infection rates have reduced the opportunities to recruit



(legend on next page)
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convalescents long after COVID-19 disease and, importantly, in

the absence of re-infection.

Conversely, vaccination programs allow for more controlled

studies and deeper immune analysis and facilitate conducting

experimental procedures to test immune fitness against VOCs.

However, to date, the majority of vaccinees have received

spike-based vaccines, which are not well suited as a proxy for

what SARS-CoV-2 immunity may look like in the long term or

its adaptability to VOCs. Here, we have taken advantage of the

relatively unique situation in South Australia, where local trans-

mission of SARS-CoV-2 was eliminated early on in the pandemic

in 2020, enabling us to conduct a 12 month longitudinal study of

SARS-CoV-2 immunity in mild-COVID-19 convalescents and

test their immune fitness against the current VOCs.

Total RBD IgG titers and other circulating Ig isotypes against

SARS-CoV-2 spike and RBD antigens decrease over themonths

following COVID-19 disease, with the strongest decline in the

first 1–3 months.22,32,43 A concordant trend was also observed

in our cohort between 6 and 12 months. A study conducted in

Wuhan (China), where RBD-specific IgG was longitudinally as-

sessed in convalescents up to 12 months post-COVID-19 in a

community with absence of SARS-CoV-2 local transmission,

analogous to that of South Australia, showed a similar trend be-

tween 6 and 12 months.9 It is worth noting that the genome

sequence of the virus variants causing COVID-19 in each of

the studies are closely related and in the absence of VOCs.

Despite declining circulating antibody titers, the majority of con-

valescents in our cohort (>90%) had significantly higher levels of

spike- and RBD-specific total IgG compared with the healthy

controls at 12 months post-COVID-19. Concomitantly, circu-

lating RBD-specific memory B cells were present in 88.9% of

convalescents, indicating that antibody responses could extend

further into the future.

The presence of specific antibodies alone does not neces-

sarily predict protection against disease.Mathematical modeling

of clinical data indicates that a minimum specific Ig titer is

needed for protection against COVID-19 disease.44 This is also

supported by clear evidence showing that serum virus neutrali-

zation activity, exerted by a portion of, but not all, antibodies,

is the best predictor of protection.33,42,44,45 Both live-virus and

pseudovirus serum neutralization assays indicated that sera

from 51% and 65%, respectively, of COVID-19 convalescents

can efficiently neutralize SARS-CoV-2 bearing the spike protein

homologous to one that caused the original infection at

12 months post-infection. At 6–8 months post-COVID-19, the

percentage of convalescents who retain serum neutralizing ac-

tivity, estimated with methods similar or identical to ours, varies

considerably from�60% to >90%.8,22,32,46 It is important to note

that these studies included more heterogeneous cohorts, which

included severe COVID-19 patients. Overall, virus neutralization

measures in our cohort (51%–65%) 12months post-infection are

in line with previous findings.
Figure 7. Multiple immune-correlate analysis

(A) Correlations among metrics available for the full cohort (n- = 43) were analyzed

chart were sex, age (for lack of correlation), and Omicron neutralization (all value

(B) Correlation matrix of T cell frequency data from AIM data from Figure 2.

(C) Correlation matrix of high-responder, T cell, and ICS data from Figure 5.
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Recent modeling data predicted the risk of re-infection in

COVID-19 convalescents to emerging variants of SARS-CoV-2

and showed that the re-infection likelihood is high, at a median

time of 16 months after primary infection, earlier than for other

human coronaviruses.47 Empirical data are needed to confirm

these predictions to better manage the ongoing pandemic.

Although there is not unequivocal data on the risk of SARS-

CoV-2 re-infection in convalescents due to the complexity of

the studies in the context of this pandemic, the risk of re-infection

with Omicron is significantly higher thanwith other VOCs that ap-

peared earlier in the pandemic.48

We demonstrated with live-virus neutralization data that

despite the maintenance of serum antibodies at 12 months

post-infection in 90% of mild-COVID-19 convalescents, they

have significantly decreased ability to neutralize the five

VOCs. It is striking to see that serum neutralizing activity

against B.1.1.529 is not detectable and for B.1.351 is practi-

cally non-existent. For both P.1 and B.1.617.2, the drop in the

number of patients who retain serum neutralization activity

is >65%. For B.1.1.7, the first VOC (chronologically), and

perhaps less relevant at the present time, the reduction in

neutralization titers was less pronounced. The relative differ-

ences at 12 months post-infection between the VOCs corre-

lated well with other COVID-19 convalescent and vaccination

studies.13,14,16,18,44,49–53 Our measurements at 12 months

post-COVID-19 and in the absence of re-infection reveal that

although circulating SARS-CoV-2 antibody responses persist

up to 12 months, the antigenic drift of SARS-CoV-2 in VOCs

can efficiently bypass humoral immune responses in mild-

COVID-19 convalescents.

As such, our findings stress the necessity to reinforce the im-

mune system to overcome these insufficiencies in COVID-19

convalescents via vaccination.

Importantly, we report that SARS-CoV-2-specific circulating

CD4+ and CD8+ T cell frequencies are maintained in a significant

proportion of convalescents between 6 and 12 months post-

COVID-19 and at levels reported for earlier time points,22,23 indi-

cating that these T cell populations are stable. While >50% of

SARS-CoV-2-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were directed at

the spike protein, a significant proportion of T helper and cyto-

toxic T cells were activated by non-spike antigen epitopes.

Collectively, memory-compartment analysis of circulating

SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells strongly suggests that in mild-

COVID-19 convalescents, CD4+ TEMs and CD8+ TEMRAs have

significant roles inmaintaining immunity as far as 12months after

infection. Interestingly, the maintenance and large proportion of

CD8+ TEMRAs bears resemblance to the kinetics of equivalent

cells in long-term chronic infections by human CMV.54 A signifi-

cant decay of spike-specific CD4+ TCMs was observed; howev-

er, this was not reflected in their CD8+ T cell counterparts,

perhaps indicating that in the long term, cytotoxic immune

function could be sustained more efficiently thanks to cell
and plotted as described in the STARmethods. Metrics excluded in the matrix

s = 0).
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self-renewal and proliferation.37 Importantly, in our cohort of high

responders, T cells showed a strong capacity to produce a range

of cytokines, with strong IFNg and TNF-a responses in CD4+

T cells and GZMB and PRF1 in CD8+ T cells, in concordance

with their respective helper and cytotoxic function profiles.

At 12 months post-infection, we did not detect significant fre-

quencies of circulating spike-specific cTFHs, even in high-

responder convalescents, which is in agreement with studies

that showed their decline in earlier months after infection22 and

vaccination.55

The current understanding of SARS-CoV-2-infection-induced

T cell responses with respect to their ability to adapt to VOCs

with spike antigen mutations is that contrary to antibody re-

sponses, T cells significantly maintain reactivity to such mutated

antigens.25,26 In contrast, we show, with a functional cytokine

T cell assay, that changes in the spike amino-acid sequence cor-

responding to the VOC led to functional vulnerabilities, where

even high-responder COVID-19 convalescents (4 of 15) accumu-

lated almost half of all of these functional deficiencies. Overall,

the spike-specific CD4+ T cell compartment was more sensitive

to VOC mutations than cytotoxic CD8+ T cells. The ability to ex-

press cytokines IFNg, TNF-a, and GZMB by CD4+ T cells in

response to B.1.1.529 and B.1.351 epitopes was reduced signif-

icantly. Alterations in CD4+ T cell function contrasted with the

lack of changes in the response mediated by GZMB or PRF1

by CD8+ T cells. Perhaps, this difference is partially explained

by the higher stability of CD8+ TEMs over time compared with

their CD4+ T cell counterparts.

The ability of viruses to escape virus-specific T cell responses

is known.56,57 In fact, viruses such as influenza can escape T cell

responses after acquiring single amino-acid mutations.58 Hepa-

titis C virus is also capable of escaping T cell responseswithmin-

imal variations to antigen amino-acid sequences.59 Recently, in a

yet-to-be-peer-reviewed study in Singapore, B.1.1529 was

shown to evade SARS-CoV-2-specific cellular cytokine re-

sponses by as much as 5-fold compared with B.1617.2.39 Our

findings are concerning because additional mutations leading

to the appearance of new SARS-CoV-2 variants in the future

could potentially increase the ability of the virus to escape pre-

existing spike-specific T cell responses.

Our results regarding T cell adaptability to VOCs are limited in

that we have only tested cytokine responses to a single antigen,

the spike. Our AIM assay results clearly show that spike is the

main driver of immune responses in convalescents, but immunity

to other non-spike proteins is also important. Variation in direct

T cell effector function (cytokine production) to corresponding

non-spike antigenic VOC sequences was not tested, and, there-

fore, the combined SARS-CoV-2 protein effect of VOCmutations

on T cell immune function is yet to be fully elucidated. Prior to this

study, Tarke et al. conducted multiantigenic studies (including,

spike, N, M, and a range of open reading frames [ORFs]) to

test T cell responses to VOCs (not including B.1.617.2 or

B.1.1.529), concluding that T cell reactivity to ancestral Wuhan

antigen epitopes and virus variants was not significantly

different. In their experimental design, they used an AIM-

assay-based approach with large peptide pools, which included

mutated and non-mutated epitopes. While this approach bears

more resemblance to what might happen during a SARS-CoV-
2 infection, it potentially masks subtle differences in T cell reac-

tivity and the identification of individuals whose T cell responses

are more severely affected by antigenic changes in the Spike an-

tigen of VOCs.25 Also, while the AIM assay is a powerful method

to detect and quatify T cell antigen specificity, it does not mea-

sure function directly compared with ICS.

On the other hand, while testing spike alonemay be a limitation

when assessing convalescent responses, our results have

important implications in assessing immunity elicited by most

of the current vaccines administered in developed countries,

which are based exclusively on the Wuhan spike protein (e.g.,

vaccines produced by AstraZeneca, Pfizer-BioNTech, Janssen,

or Moderna). If the deficiencies reported here have an equivalent

in uninfected vaccinees, then functional T cell responses could

be compromised in these individuals. Future studies must

address this question.

In summary, our findings reveal that despite the durability and

maintenance of serum antibodies, circulating memory B cells,

and T cell responses at 12 months after original infection,

COVID-19 convalescents have pronounced deficiencies in func-

tional spike-specific T cell responses and the ability to neutralize

the current VOCs. As such, mild-COVID-19 convalescents are

vulnerable to infection with circulating and newly emerging

SARS-CoV-2 variants 12 months after recovery. The results ob-

tained from our functional evaluation of post-COVID-19 immu-

nity are in line with current large observational studies, which

demonstrate the added protective effect of COVID-19 vaccines

in previously infected individuals.60,61 Thus, our study highlights

the importance and necessity to vaccinate COVID-19 convales-

cents against subsequent SARS-CoV-2 infections.

Finally, it is important to consider our findings in the context

of the existing worldwide inequalities in vaccine distribution,

which have kept many developing countries from Africa, South

East and South Central Asia, and Central America at vaccina-

tion rates <20% so far.62 These regions are, therefore, more

vulnerable to outbreaks of emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants

with the ability to evade pre-existing immune responses in un-

vaccinated convalescents.63,64

Limitations of the study
The main limitation of this study is the lack of bona fide immune

correlates with which to assess the impact of the loss of T cell

functionality (cytokine production) on the outcome of re-infection

with heterologous SARS-CoV-2 variants. Future studies using

appropriate animal models may shed light in addressing this

important question. Additionally, our cytokine T cell assays

were restricted to the spike antigen. Despite spike being the im-

munodominant SARS-CoV-2 antigen, investigations should be

expanded to other SARS-CoV-2 structural and non-structural

proteins to reach more definite conclusions on protection af-

forded by post-infection immunity against antigenically different

VOCs.

At this point, our study does not explain the underlying

biological processes that lead to the observed biased frequency

distributions of circulating memory CD4+ TEM and CD8+ TEMRA

SARS-CoV-2 T cell phenotypes in mild-COVID-19 convales-

cents. This question is likely to be important in understanding

why and how cytokine responses vary with antigenic changes.
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022 13
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Our analysis was restricted to mild-COVID-19 convalescents.

There are significant differences in the kinetics of humoral and

cell-mediated responses in other COVID-19 patients (e.g., se-

vere or asymptomatic), and some of the conclusions of this study

may not apply to these cohorts.
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Antibodies

CD8, RPA-T8, BUV395 BD Biosciences Cat# 563795, RRID:AB_2722501

CD4, SK3, BUV496 BD Biosciences Cat# 612936, RRID:AB_2870220

CD3, UCHT1, BUV737 BD Biosciences Cat# 612750, RRID:AB_2870081

CD137/41BB, 4B4-1, BV421 BD Biosciences Cat# 564091, RRID:AB_2722503

CD45RA, HI100, BV650 BD Biosciences Cat# 563963, RRID:AB_2738514

CD14, M5E2, FITC BD Biosciences Cat# 555397, RRID:AB_395798

Zombie Fixable Viability Dye, N/A, GREEN Biolegend Cat# 423112

CD19, HIB19, FITC BD Biosciences Cat# 555412, RRID:AB_395812

CD69, FN50, PE BD Biosciences Cat# 555531, RRID:AB_395916

CD134/OX40, ACT35, PE-Cy7 BD Biosciences Cat# 563663, RRID:AB_2738358

CCR7, 2-L1-A, APC BD Biosciences Cat# 566782

CD8, RPA-T8, BUV395 BD Biosciences Cat# 563795, RRID:AB_2722501

CD4, SK3, BUV496 BD Biosciences Cat# 612936, RRID:AB_2870220

CD3, UCHT1, BUV737 BD Biosciences Cat# 612750, RRID:AB_2870081

CD185/CXCR5, RF8B2, BUV563 BD Biosciences Cat# 741316, RRID:AB_2870835

CD154/CD40L, TRAP1 Biolegend Cat# 157002, RRID:AB_2810425

GzmB, GB11, BV421 BD Biosciences Cat# 563389, RRID:AB_2738175

IL-2, 5344.111, BV711 BD Biosciences Cat# 563946, RRID:AB_2738501

Perforin, B-D48, FITC Biolegend Cat# 353310, RRID:AB_2571967

IFN-g, B27, PE-Cy7 BD Biosciences Cat# 557643, RRID:AB_396760

TNF, MAb11, APC BD Biosciences Cat# 554514, RRID:AB_398566

Fixable Viablity Stain, N/A, FVS780 BD Biosciences Cat# 565388

CD20, 2H7-FB1, APC-H7 BD Biosciences Cat# 560853, RRID:AB_10561681

CD14, MFP9, APC-H7 BD Biosciences Cat# 560270, RRID:AB_1645465

CD21, B-ly4, BV421 BD Biosciences Cat# 562966, RRID:AB_2737921

IgD, FA6-2, BV510 BD Biosciences Cat# 563034, RRID:AB_2737966

CD10, HI10A, BV605 BD Biosciences Cat# 562978, RRID:AB_2737929

CD19, SJ25C1, BV711 BD Biosciences Cat# 563036, RRID:AB_2737968

CD20, 2H7, APC-H7 BD Biosciences Cat# 560734, RRID:AB_1727449

IgG, G18-145, BV786 BD Biosciences Cat# 564230, RRID:AB_2738684

CD27, N-T271, PE-CF594 BD Biosciences Cat# 562297, RRID:AB_11154596

CD38, HIT2, PE-Cy7 BD Biosciences Cat# 560677, RRID:AB_1727473

HLA-DR, G46-6, BB515 BD Biosciences Cat# 564516, RRID:AB_2732846

CD3, SK7, BB700 BD Biosciences Cat# 566575, RRID:AB_2860004

Deposited data

Raw data for figures Mendeley Data http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/mvkkvjbcsg.1

Other

Streptavidin-PE ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# S21388

Streptavidin-APC BD Biosciences Cat# 554067

Fixable Viability Stain 700 BD Biosciences Cat# 564997

Human Fc block BD Biosciences Cat# 564220

Stain brilliant buffer BD Biosciences Cat# 566349

Biotin Protein Ligase Genecopeia Cat# BI001
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Biotinylation Kit NHS-Linker ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 20217

DPBS, powder, no calcium, no magnesium ThermoFisher Cat# 21600044

TWEEN� 20 (for PBST) ThermoFisher Cat# P9416

Nunc MaxiSorpTM flat-bottom ThermoFisher Cat# 442404

1-StepTM Ultra TMB-ELISA Substrate Solution ThermoFisher Cat# 34029

RPMI 1640 ThermoFisher Cat# 11875093

Human Ab Serum Sigma Aldrich Cat# H4522

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Sigma Aldrich Cat# D1435

L-Glutamine (200 mM) ThermoFisher Cat# 25030081

Penicillin-Streptomycin (10,000 U/mL) ThermoFisher Cat# 15140122

Benzonase� Nuclease, ultrapure Sigma Aldrich Cat# E1014

Trypan Blue Solution, 0.4% ThermoFisher Cat# 15250061

Phytohemagglutinin-M Sigma Aldrich Cat# 11082132001
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact A/Prof

Branka Grubor-Bauk (Branka.Grubor@adelaide.edu.au).

Material availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Individuals who tested positive in a nasopharyngeal swab SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR test in March-April 2020 at South Australian Pa-

thology Services (Adelaide, Australia) were asked to participate in a longitudinal study to assess SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral and

immune cell immune correlates (Figure 1A). In this study, whole blood specimens from 43 participants (19 male, 24 female) of (95%

CI, 44.8-55.4) years of age (Figure S1) who presented mild COVID-19 symptoms according to NIH guidelines (https://www.

covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/overview/clinical-spectrum/) were sampled and processed at two time points 6 months apart

after PCR positive test. All samples were coded and de-identified for analysis. None of the participants in this study tested positive

for COVID-19 after their initial positive test. Age- and gender-matched seronegative (SARS-CoV-2 RBD and Spike) healthy controls

(n = 15) were included to provide baseline levels of different immune correlates (Figure S1). Prior to this, a portion of our mild-COVID-

19 convalescents participated in a separate study that included serological, immunophenotyping and whole blood RNAseq analysis

(Ryan et al.,65 2022, #214).

Blood collection and processing at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, Women’s and Children’s Hospital, and The University of Adelaide

were performed as previously described (Hope et al.,66 2019, #42). Blood was collected via phlebotomy in serum separator tubes (no

additives) or ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) tubes and processed for serum, plasma and peripheral bloodmononuclear cells

(PBMCs) isolation.

Study protocols were approved by the Central Adelaide Clinical Human Research Ethics Committee (#13050) and the Women’s

and Children’s Health Network Human research ethics (protocol HREC/19/WCHN/65), Adelaide, Australia. All participants provided

written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and procedures were carried out following the approved

guidelines.

METHOD DETAILS

SARS-CoV-2 RBD and spike protein production
Prefusion SARS-CoV-2 Spike ectodomain (isolate WHU1, residues 1-1208) with HexaPro mutations (kindly provided by Dr Adam

Wheatley)67 was used in ELISA. SARS-CoV-2 Spike transmembrane domain removed and a C-terminal His-tag (residues 1-1273)
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(kindly provided by Prof Florian Krammer)68 was used for flow cytometric detection of Spike-specific B cells. SARS-CoV-2 RBD with

C-terminal His-tag (residues 319-541; kindly provided by Prof Florian Krammer)68 was used in ELISA and flow cytometry. Recombi-

nant proteins were overexpressed in Expi293 cells (Thermo Fisher) and 72 h later purified by Ni-NTA affinity and size-exclusion chro-

matography.19 Purified proteinswere quantified using the Bradford protein assay (Bio-Rad) and analyzed by SDS-PAGE andWestern

blot before being stored at -80�C. Recombinant RBD was biotinylated using the Avitag as described by the manufacturer (Geneco-

peia), while the Spike protein was biotinylated using an EZ-LinkTM Sulfo-NHS-Biotin kit.

SARS-CoV-2 RBD ELISA
To normalize assay variance between individual experiments, standardized positive and negative controls were used. The threshold

was set from sera collected from 40 healthy individuals prior to 2019 (mean + 2SD), while the positive control was sera fromCOVID-19

convalescents, collected 12 weeks after positive COVID-19 PCR test. MaxiSorp 96-well plates were coated overnight at 4�C with

5 mg/mL of recombinant RBD protein and blocked with 5% w/v skim milk in 0.05% Tween-20/PBS (PBST) at room temperature.

Heat inactivated patient sera were serially diluted in blocking buffer, added and incubated for 2h at room temperature, followed

by four washes in 0.05% PBST. Secondary antibodies were diluted in 5% skim milk in PBST as follows: Goat anti-Human IgG

(H+L) Secondary Antibody, HRP (1:30,000; Invitrogen); Mouse Anti-Human IgG1 Fc-HRP (1:5000, Southern Biotech), Mouse Anti-

Human IgG3 Hinge-HRP (1:5,000; Southern Biotech); Goat anti-human IgM HRP (1:5,000; Sigma): Goat anti-human IgA HRP anti-

body (1:5,000; Sigma) and incubated for 1 h at room temperature, followed by four washes with PBS-T. Plates were developed

with 1-StepTM Ultra TMB Substrate (ThermoFisher Scientific) and the reaction stopped with 2M sulphuric acid. Absorbance was

measured at 450 nm using Synergy HTX Multi-Mode Microplate Reader. SARS-CoV-2 Spike and RBD endpoint titers were calcu-

lated and expressed as area under the curve (AUC) using the mean optical density (OD) reading of the first dilution from healthy

normal human sera as the baseline cut-off for seropositivity. AUC calculations were performed using Prism GraphPad.

Detection of spike- and RBD-specific memory B cells
The staining method used for the detection of RBD and Spike memory B cells has been described previously.32 In brief, biotinylated

RBD and Spike proteins were incubated with Streptavidin-PE (SA-PE; Molecular probes; ThermoFisher Scientific) and Streptavidin-

APC (SA-APC; BD Pharmingen) in a molar ratio of 4:1 and 2:1, respectively. Cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed rapidly in a 37�C
water bath and washed with pre-warmed RPMI media supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 IU/mL penicillin, 50 mg/mL strep-

tomycin, and 10%heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (Sigma) thenwashed twice. Amaximumof 13 107 cells were stainedwith Fixable

Viability Stain 700 (FVS700) (BD Bioscience in a 1:1000 dilution), 5 mL Human Fc block (BD Bioscience) per 2 3 106 cells, 1 mg/mL

each of RBD and Spike tetramers, 5 mL each of CD21 BV421, IgD BV510, CD10 BV605, CD19 BV711 and CD20 APC-H7, 8 mL of IgG

BV786, 2 mL each of CD27 PE-CF594 and CD38 PE-Cy7, 2.5 mL HLA-DR BB515 and 0.5 mL CD3 BB700 (BD Bioscience). Cells were

washed, resuspended in FACS wash buffer and the data acquired on BD FACSAriaTM III. Data analysis was performed using FlowJo

version 10.7.1 (TreeStar). To establish background B cell levels for each of antigens and phenotypes we performed the same analysis

with PBMCs from 9 healthy control individuals. Background was calculated as: average value + 2SD.

SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus neutralization assay
Pseudovirus neutralization assays were performed as previously described.32 In brief, SARS-CoV-2 pseudo-particles were gener-

ated by co-transfecting expression plasmids containing SARS-CoV-2 Spike (kindly provided by Dr Markus Hoffmann)69 and the

MLV gag/pol and luciferase vectors (kindly provided by Prof. Francois-Loic Cosset)70,71 in CD81KO 293T cells (kindly provided by

Dr Joe Grove),72 using mammalian Calphos transfection kit (Takara Bio). Transfected cells were then incubated at 32�C, 5% CO2

with the culture supernatants containing SARS-CoV-2 virus pseudoparticles (SARS-2pp) and harvested 48 h post-transfection,

concentrated 10-fold using 100,000 MWCO Vivaspin centrifugal concentrators (Sartorius) and stored at –80�C.
For neutralization assays, SARS-2ppwere diluted 50-fold and incubated for 1hwith heat-inactivated patient serum, followed by the

addition of polybrene at a final concentration of 4 mg/mL (Sigma-Aldrich), prior to addition to 293T-ACE2 over-expressing cells (kindly

provided by A/Prof Jesse Bloom).73 293T-ACE2 cells were seeded 24 h earlier at 1.53 104 cells per well in 96-well white flat-bottom

plates (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were spinoculated at 800 g for two hours and incubated for two hours at 37�C, prior to media change.

After 72 h, cells were lysed with a lysis buffer (Promega) and Bright Glo reagent (Promega) was added at a 1:1 ratio. Luminescence

(RLU) wasmeasured usingCLARIOstarmicroplate reader (BMGLabtech). Neutralization assayswere performed in triplicate and out-

liers were excluded using the modified z-score method.74 Percentage neutralization of SARS-2pp was calculated as (1 – RLU treat-

ment/RLU no treatment)3 100 and the half-maximum inhibitory serumdilution (ID50) was calculated for each sample. An ID50 positive

neutralization cut-off of 22.61 was determined using ID50 values obtained from 19 unexposed healthy participants (mean + 2 SD).32

ID50 for serum was calculated using a non-linear regression model (GraphPad Prism).

SARS-CoV-2 live-virus neutralization assay
HEK-ACE2/TMPRSS cells (Clone 24)46 were seeded in 384-well plates at 5 3 103 cells/well in the presence of the live cell nuclear

stain Hoechst-33342 dye (NucBlue, Invitrogen) at a concentration of 5% v/v. Two-fold dilutions of patient plasma samples were

mixed with an equal volume of SARS-CoV-2 virus solution (1.25 3 104 TCID50/ml) and incubated at 37�C for 1 h before adding

40 ml, in duplicate, to the cells (final MOI = 0.05). Viral variants used included the key variants of concern; Alpha (B.1.1.7), Beta
e3 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100651, June 21, 2022
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(B.1.351), Gamma (P1), Delta (B.1.617.2) and Omicron (B.1.1.529), as well as ‘wild-type’ control virus (A.2.2) from clade A and

presenting no aa mutations in Spike (similar to Wuhan ancestral variant). Plates were incubated for 24 h post infection and entire

wells were imaged by high-content fluorescence microscopy, cell counts obtained with automated image analysis software, and

the percentage of virus neutralization was calculated with the formula: %N = (D-(1-Q)) 3 100/D, as previously described.46 An

average %N > 50% was defined as having neutralizing activity.

SARS-CoV-2 and CMV peptide megapools
SARS-CoV-2 and CMV peptide megapools were kindly provided by Prof Alessandro Sette (La Jolla Institute of Immunology, CA,

USA).23 For SARS-CoV-2 whole proteome, CD8-specific peptide pools, 628 peptides restricted to the 12 most common HLA-A

and HLA-B alleles and partially covering the sequences of nsp1, nsp2, PLpro, nsp4, nsp6, nsp7, nucleocapsid phosphoprotein,

3CL, nsp8, nsp9, nsp10, nsp14, RdRpol, Hel, nsp15, nsp16, surface glycoprotein, ORF3a, ORF10, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF8, envelope

protein, and membrane glycoprotein were predicted in silico as previously described.21 Peptides were divided into two separate

megapools, CD8_A and CD8_B. In Spike peptide pool, 15-mer peptides overlapping by 10 amino acids and covering the entire Spike

protein sequence were used (total of 253 peptides). For the non-Spike SARS-CoV-2 CD4 megapool 221 15-mer restricted to seven

common HLA-DR (Class II HLA) alleles and covering the entire SARS-CoV-2 proteome, except for the Spike protein, were predicted

in silico as described previously.21 The CD8 and CD4 human Cytomegalovirus (CMV) megapools used as a virus-positive control

response consist of HLA-restricted 204 and 141 peptides.35 All peptides were synthesized and resuspended in DMSO at 1 mg/ml.

Activation-induced cell marker (AIM) T cell assay
Thawed PBMCswere rested for 2 h at 37�C, 5%CO2 in complete RPMI (cRPMI) medium (40 U/mL penicillin, 40 ug/mL streptomycin,

2 mM L-Glutamine) with 5% (v/v) heat-inactivated human AB serum. Cells were then plated at 106 PBMC/well in u-bottom 96-well

plates and stimulated with 1 mg/mL of different SARS-CoV-2- megapools. Combined CD4 and CD8 cytomegalovirus (CMV) mega-

pool (1 mg/mL) and PHA 10 mg/mL (Sigma Aldrich), were included as positive controls. An equimolar amount of dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO, vehicle) was used as a negative control. PBMCwere stimulated for 24 h at 37�C, 5%CO2, washed and stained with Zombie

Green Fixable Live/Dead Stain (L/D,Biolegend) for 20 min, RT, in the dark. Cells were then washed and stained with (CD3 BUV737,

CD4BUV496, CD8 BUV395, CD14 FITC, CD19 FITC, CD45RABV650, CCR7 (CD197) APC, CD69 PE, CD134 (OX40) PE-Cy7, CD137

(41-BB) BV421) for 20 min, at room temperature in the dark. Fluorescence minus one (FMO) control for antigens: CD45RA, CCR7,

CD134, CD69 and CD137 were added to PHA stimulated cells. PBMC were washed and FACS Fix (0.4%PFA, 20 g/L Glucose, So-

dium Azide 0.02% in PBS) was added for 20 min at room temperature, in the dark. Fixed cells were washed, resuspended in FACS

wash buffer and data was acquired on BD FACS Symphony. Data analysis was performed using FCS Express TM (DeNovo Software,

Pasadena, CA, USA). All percentages of activated cells were calculated subtracting unspecific DMSO background for each cell

phenotype and individual patient.

Variant of concern spike-specific peptide pools
SARS-CoV-2 Spike PepTivator� protein pools (Miltenyi Biotec, Gladbach, GER) were utilized to test immune reactivity of COVID-19

convalescent T cells to mutated Spike epitopes present in five VOCs.26,75 All peptide pools consisted of 15-mer peptides with 11 aa

overlap covering Spike protein sequences affected by mutations in each VOC. Five VOC peptide pools corresponding to mutated

Spike sequences in SARS-CoV-2 variants B.1.1.7, B.1.351, P.1, B.1.617.2 and B.1.1.529 (34, 30, 41, 32 and 83 peptides, respec-

tively) and five corresponding control/reference pools with Wuhan aa sequences were compared in parallel along with whole Spike

peptide pool as positive control (pool described above). Mutations and deletions represented in mutated pools are summarized in

Table S1. For the assays, lyophilized peptides were resuspended in sterile miliQ water as per the manufacturer’s instructions at

30 nM (50 mg/mL), aliquoted and stored at -80�C until used.

Spike-specific T follicular helper cell quantification and intracellular cytokine staining in spike high responder
convalescents
According to AIM assay results, convalescents with Spike-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell frequencies above the mean plus 3*stan-

dard deviations in the healthy control group were identified. Double responders (meeting criterion for both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells)

and high CD4+ with available PBMC samples were selected (n = 15) for further analysis. Following methods similar to other published

prior to this study,76 PBMCs were thawed and prepared for cell culture as described for the AIM assay. Cells were pre-treated with

0.555 mg/mL of anti-CD40 blocking antibody (HB14, Miltenyi Biotec) for 15 min. Then, peptide pools were added to a final concen-

tration of 1 mg/mL (making anti-CD40 concentration 0.5 mg/mL for the remainder of the stimulation period). After a 24 h incubation

2 mM GolgiStopTM (containing monensin, BD, 554724) and 1 mg/mL GolgiPlugTM (containing Brefeldin A, BD, 555029) were added

to the cells and incubated for an additional 4 h. Cells were then co-incubated with Fixable Viability stain 780 (BD) and Fc Block

(BD) for 20 min, RT, in the dark, washed with FACS buffer solution and stained with surface stain mix (CD3 BUV737, CD4

BUV496, CD8 BUV395, CXCR5 BUV563, CD14 APC-Cy7, CD20 APC-Cy7) for 20 min, RT, in the dark. Cells were washed with

PBS and subsequently fixed and permeabilized with Cytofix/CytopermTM (BD, 51-2090KZ) for 20 min, RT, in the dark. Cells were

then washed with Perm/WashTM (BD, 51-2091KZ) and stained with ICS stain Mix (CD154 PE, IFNg PE-Cy7, TNFa APC, PRF1

FITC, IL-2 BV711, GZMB BV421) for 20 min, RT, in the dark. Cells were then washed twice with Perm/WashTM and once with
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PBS. Finally, cells were resuspended in PBS and kept at 4�C until data was acquired on BD FACS Symphony. Data analysis was

performed using FCS Express TM (DeNovo Software, Pasadena, CA, USA).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The relativemagnitude of intracellular cytokine expression in cells stimulatedwith VOC-specificmutated peptides (MUT) with respect

of that in cells stimulated with equivalent peptide pools with amino acid sequences of ancestral SARS-CoV-2 (REF) were calculated

as fold-change in the percentage of cytokine positive cells using the formula: Fold-change values.

All mild-COVID-19 patient samples available at the time points reported in the study from the South Australian cohort (n = 43) were

used in this study and, therefore, no pre hoc power calculations were carried out to determine the sample size. A sufficient number of

healthy controls (n = 15) were recruited to establish meaningful comparisons and assay cut-off and baseline levels consistent with

current literature. Additional healthy controls (sampled prior to 2019) were used to validate serological, virus neutralization and B cell

staining assays (see STAR Methods section). All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 9.0.0 (San Diego, CA,

US). No assumptions weremade about the distribution of the data sets; non-parametric tests were used in all cases for comparisons.

Accordingly, two-tailed Mann-Whitney’s or Welch’s tests were applied for pair-wise comparisons or Krustal-Wallis test for unpaired

comparisons (HC vs patient data) of antibody and T cell frequency data. A non-linear regression model was used to calculate indi-

vidual patient ID50 values from corresponding pseudovirus particles neutralization assay data.77 A mixed-effects analysis was per-

formed to carry out all pair-wise comparisons in memory B cell frequency data. Conservative multiple comparisons corrections were

not applied in statistical analysis in order to avoid obscuring existing associations between different immune correlates.

Multiple variable (metrics) analysis was conducted using R, v 4.1.0 (R Core Team, 2021) using the corrplot (Wei and Simko, 2021)

and psych (Revelle, 2021)packages. All correlation heatmaps were created using corrplot, with the order set using the ‘hclust’

(hierarchical clustering) option. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to calculate all correlation coefficients, and a

significance level of 5% was used to assess whether the correlation coefficients were significant different from 0. All p-values

were corrected using a false discovery rate of 5%.

Since all samples that were available in South Australia were used in the study, no randomization was performed in the experi-

ments. No experiments were blinded in this study.
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